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Abstract

Research into supplier development has raised issues on the buyer’s relationship with the supplier. A buyer with collaborative relationship would have more interest in supplier development. From the viewpoint of the suppliers, buyers who provided assistance could help the suppliers in developing their capability, a situation that might be particularly relevant in developing and emerging countries. The automotive manufacturers have implemented supplier development programmes for their suppliers, both in developed and developing countries. This raises a question on supplier development programmes in developing countries: How do supplier development programmes differ between a local (Malaysian) supplier and a foreign (non-Malaysian) supplier for Malaysian automakers (buyers)? In this research, interviews were conducted at three supplier organisations, of which one was Australian and two were Malaysian, where all three were suppliers for a Malaysian automaker. This study found that the Malaysian and Australian suppliers differed in supplier categories, customisation versus standardised products and buyer involvement. The study suggests that buyer differences with regard to supplier relationship, supplier commitment, type of product and size of supplier organisation play a role in supplier development.
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Background

Countries such as South Korea and Malaysia embarked on national automotive policies designed to improve the automotive parts production by local suppliers with national automakers having an input in the growth and development of local suppliers (Wad, 2008). However, not all organizations are involved in supplier development. Researchers have noted that organisations which have collaborative relationship with their suppliers would have more interest in supplier development sources. Cusumano and Takeishi (1991), among one of the earliest studies in collaborative relationship, commented on the differences between US and Japanese automakers, highlighting factors such as fewer suppliers per part, more cooperation between automaker and supplier, long contracts, giving suggestions to suppliers and helping suppliers to lower costs that were found in Japanese automakers.
These types of differences would be referred to as “collaborative supplier relationship” type factors in similar studies in the future. Liker (2004) and Liker and Meier (2007) focused their studies on the extensive training that Toyota implements within the firm, as well as the aspect of the sharing of information and building of trust between supplier and automaker. This suggests that some automakers, through focusing on collaborative relationship, are more often open to supplier development.

Suppliers in developing countries need more assistance from their buyers for development. The Malaysian government has established an environment which protects the automotive industry, and programmes such as supplier development programmes between local automakers and local suppliers have been established to develop the capability of local suppliers. Technology transfer between foreign automotive firms and local firms was also implemented (Abdul Kadir, 2011). The automotive manufacturers have implemented supplier development programmes for their suppliers, both in developed and developing countries. Developed countries include Germany, Switzerland, Australia (Wagner, 2006), United States (Liker & Choi, 2004; Krause, Handfield & Tyler, 2007; Handfield, Krause, Scannell & Monczka, 2000) and Japan (Sako, 2004; Liker & Choi, 2004). In addition, supplier development programmes have been implemented by automotive manufacturers in developing countries such as Thailand (Coe, Hess, Yeung, Dicken & Henderson, 2004), India (Ivarsson & Alvstam, 2004; Okada, 2004) and Malaysia (Othman, Mohamad & Bakar, 2005). With the range of supplier development programmes being implemented in various countries, this raises the question: How do supplier development programmes differ between companies? For example, how would supplier development programmes differ between a local supplier and a foreign supplier of a Malaysian automaker? Therefore, an initial study of a larger project was implemented wherein the objective was to find the similarities and differences between supplier development programmes among local suppliers and foreign suppliers of Malaysian automakers. Through interviews, key respondents from three suppliers of a Malaysian automaker were queried on the implementation of supplier development programmes in their organisations. Two were Malaysian suppliers and one was an Australian supplier.

**Literature Review**

Supplier development literature is related in part to literature on supplier relations. Supplier relations that focus on a close and cooperative buyer supplier relationship could lead to activities focusing on developing the supplier. Three streams of literature have been identified that relate to supplier relations, particularly in manufacturing-based industries such as the automotive industry.

The first stream focuses on supplier relationships in the automotive industry. The literature in this area suggests that supplier relationship is a competitive advantage in the automotive industry. Womack, Jones and Roos (1990/2007) introduced the Lean system of the Japanese automotive companies where supplier relationship is an important factor in ensuring the implementation of the Lean production system. Characteristics of the Lean system as noted by the authors include long durations of buyer–supplier relationship, building customised assets for buyers, and suppliers participating as

Another relevant stream of literature focuses on the automotive industry in developing economies, particularly those that formerly or currently implement protectionist policies. The literature overall, on the protectionist policy for the automotive industry in developing countries suggests that the protectionist policy was not a success. Some factors discussed by the researchers are as follows: In China and Korea, Huang (2002) posited that the implementation of industrial policies was a factor; in India, D’Costa (2004) mentioned inefficient suppliers and weak infrastructure as factors; Humphrey (2003) in his work on India and Brazil, mentioned that suppliers that were not developed and inefficient were factors for the failure; in the ASEAN region, Abrenica (1998) stated that protectionist policies let weak companies exist; lastly, in Thailand, Lecler (2002) and Ivarsson and Alvstam (2004) stated that the policies were implemented to attract multinational corporations (MNCs) but local suppliers were not really developed through technology development.

The last stream focuses on supplier relations in general in the literature and one major area focuses on the purchase and supply chain perspective. Ellram (1996) listed supplier selection factors, while the supplier segmentation model was presented by Kraljic (1983) and the supplier segment relationship model was developed by Svensson (2004). This stream also presented the supplier development concept through research such as that by Krause (1999), Krause and Ellram (1997), Handfield et al. (2000), Liker and Choi (2004) and Sanchez-Rodriguez, Hemsworth and Martinez-Lorente (2005). Related to this area was also the concept of strategic sourcing, which includes supplier selection and supplier development (Talluri and Narasimhan, 2004).

For countries, such as Malaysia, which practice protectionist policies, the impact on the local supplier after the markets liberalised is a concern. Researchers have noted that after the markets were liberalised, the impact on the automotive industry’s local suppliers had led to situations where local suppliers had to merge with other local suppliers (Tabachnick, 1999), exit the market (Tabachnick, 1999; Humphrey, 2003), be developed by local automakers or MNCs (Humphrey, 2003; Okada, 2004) or could be acquired by MNC/foreign suppliers (Humphrey, 2003).

Thus for countries which focus on developing the capabilities of both the local buyers and the local suppliers in industries such as the automotive industry, the survival of the local players after market liberalisation is a concern. Therefore, programmes such as supplier development developed between buyers and local suppliers are expected to build the capability of the local players, especially the local suppliers. Research on identifying the differences between supplier development programmes could help identify factors which would enable the development of the capabilities of local suppliers. Therefore, in this paper, the main research
question focuses on “How do supplier development programmes differ between a local (Malaysian) supplier and a foreign (non-Malaysian) supplier for Malaysian automakers (buyers)?”

**Methodology**

Data was gathered through interviews with senior managers and executives of three supplier organizations. These supplier organisations were suppliers for a local automaker (LA) in Malaysia. For this study, these three supplier organisations were selected based on convenience and availability, that is organisations which enabled “easy access to data” (Yin, 2003; Ellram, 1996). Ellram (1996) recommends selecting firms that are located nearby and have congenial respondents. Overall, three key respondents were interviewed on their knowledge of the supplier development programme implemented in their organisations and its activities. Interviews ended when no new information seemed to be collected as this showed that data saturation point (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) had been reached. Interviews focused on the supplier development programme and its activities, based on the suppliers’ knowledge, implemented by the buyer. Two were Malaysian suppliers and one was an Australian supplier.

**Findings**

**Respondent Profile**

Three supplier respondents were interviewed for this study. These respondents were key informants from three supplier organisations for a LA. To maintain anonymity, the three supplier organisations were given initials unrelated to their actual identities as follows: PS1 (Australian), MPS1 and MPS2 (Malaysian). Figure 1 shows the link between the three supplier organisations and the LA. PS1 supplies automotive parts through its Malaysian subsidiary to the LA.

![Figure 1: Link between three supplier organizations and local automaker (LA)](http://mmj.uum.edu.my)
Australian Supplier: PS1

The following section briefly introduces the Australian automotive industry as a background for PS1, an MNC which has its headquarters in the US, and specialises in the area of painting.

The Australian automotive component industry consists of around 200 firms which supply to the four main automakers: Toyota, Holden-General Motors, Ford and Mitsubishi (Loos & Coulthard, 2005). The industry exported AUD$4.6 billion of automotive products in 2002 (Loos & Coulthard, 2005), in part due to strong alliances with key automotive and component manufacturers in Europe, Asia and the US (Loos & Coulthard, 2005). The Australian automotive component industry contrasts with the Malaysian automotive component industry, in that Malaysia’s component industry is yet to achieve a high level of exports in automotive products. Thus, information from an Australian automotive component manufacturer would give indicators on how the Malaysian automotive component industry might change in the future if the industry follows the Australian automotive component industry.

Relationship with Australian Buyer

From the initial study, data showed that PS1 had more buyers from various industries including the automotive industry, when compared with the Malaysian suppliers MPS1 and MPS2. In terms of sales, the automotive industry accounted for less than 30%; therefore, buyers from the automotive industry were not their main customers. PS1 developed a supplier development programme for its own suppliers. However, from the interview, it was learnt that PS1 did not seem to be involved with its automotive buyers’ supplier development programme. PS1 only needed to complete a ‘self-assessment’ exercise for its buyers to ensure that PS1 was maintaining standards. This suggests that as PS1 was in the paint/coating industry, the buyers from the automotive industry felt that PS1 would have more assistance from PS1’s own headquarters in the United States in areas of paint/coating. One implication is that some buyers might not be able to provide the complete development assistance that a supplier might need, especially if the supplier has other buyers outside the automotive industry. Global source system was also mentioned in the interview. The headquarters of an MNC would deal with the headquarters of another MNC when deciding on the selection of a global MNC supplier. Once contracts were agreed, subsidiaries of global MNC suppliers would be awarded contracts in their respective markets.

Supplier Development Programme at PS1

Another finding from the initial study is that PS1, in its own supplier development programme, categorised its suppliers into three categories. PS1 had a different relationship based on the supplier segment. PS1 explained there were three types of supplier segment. The first segment was suppliers which were MNCs. The second segment was for large, local (Australian) suppliers while the third segment was for foreign suppliers (large, and small and medium enterprise [SME]). Overall, the main criterion for supplier selection in all categories was cost factor.

PS1 explained that not all suppliers were involved in their supplier development
programme. Suppliers selected for their supplier development programme usually were either large, local suppliers or foreign SME suppliers. These suppliers selected for the programme were then divided into three categories. The first two categories involved large and local suppliers which had either changes in management or changes in location. For these suppliers, there was minimal supplier development assistance. However, for the third category which involved foreign SME suppliers, (for example Chinese suppliers) there was more assistance in supplier development. PS1 explained that this third category usually involved small firms, which were recently established, that needed guidance and training to upgrade their standards to an acceptable level. Some of these small firms were Asian firms who were interested in supplying to PS1. However, PS1 needed to ensure that these firms have achieved an acceptable level to ensure the viability of the firms in the long run. Thus, both the third and second categories of firms would be involved in supplier development programme run by PS1.

To summarise, findings on PS1 suggest that some companies develop their own supplier development programmes in addition to participating in their buyers’ supplier development programme. These companies might have segmented their suppliers based on their buyer–supplier relationship and the need for supplier development assistance. Foreign suppliers are more probable to need assistance compared with MNCs. This study also suggests that some buyers could be categorised by the products that they supplied. In this case, PS1, supplying paint, supplies a standardised product to many buyers both automotive and non-automotive. This suggests that suppliers of standardised products require less collaboration with their buyers, compared to suppliers of customised products. An implication from this situation could be that companies with standardised products would be less inclined to be selected in supplier development programmes with their buyers, as suggested between PS1 and its buyer. In addition, based on the interview, little was mentioned about PS1’s experience of the supplier development programme with the LA. This could be due to the fact that PS1 was supplying through its Malaysian subsidiary to the LA.

Malaysian Suppliers: MPS1 and MPS2

In the previous section, the Australian automotive industry was briefly presented. In Malaysia, the automotive industry is the third largest car market among ASEAN countries (MAI, 2011). The industry structure is based on three car manufacturers, eight car assemblers, nine motor assemblers and more than 800 car component manufacturers and employs more than 300,000 (MAI, 2011) people. Based on the latest census of 2009, sales of motor vehicles was RM13.3 billion while sales of motor vehicle parts and accessories was RM6.9 billion (MAI, 2011).

Two Malaysian suppliers were selected for this research – MPS1 and MPS2. They manufacture parts for two of the Malaysian car manufacturers, with one supplier being a large-size firm (MPS2) while the other (MPS1) is an SME. The large-size firm has been established for more than 20 years while the SME has been established for more than 10 years. From the interviews conducted with respondents of the Malaysian suppliers, findings of both supplier organisations showed similarity and as such, findings from both organisations are compiled to represent Malaysian supplier organisations.
Both MPS1 and MPS2 participated in supplier development programmes with their Malaysian buyers. Both supplier organisations had been long-term suppliers for their buyer, ranging around 15 years for MPS2 and 10 years for MPS1. Both suppliers produced customised products and worked in collaboration with their buyer for new product development. MPS1 was in the plastic-based industry while MPS2 was in the metal-based industry. The Malaysian buyer comprised a major buyer for both supplier organisations and accounted for 70% of their sales.

### Table 1

**Similarities between Foreign and Malaysian Suppliers with Regard to Supplier Development Programmes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Foreign supplier</th>
<th>Malaysian suppliers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS1 – Australian Multinational</td>
<td>MPS1 – Malaysian SME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost criteria is most important</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier categories exist</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some supplier segment relationships exist</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Research Study*

Both supplier organisations had just started implementing their own supplier development programmes for their own suppliers. Part of this reason was to ensure the quality of parts that they received from their own suppliers. On their experience of being a participant of their buyer’s supplier development programme, MPS1 and MPS2 noted that their buyer was active in ensuring that suppliers participated in the supplier development programme, including providing technical assistant partners to assist suppliers. In comparison with the Australian supplier development programme, MPS1 and MPS2 revealed that the supplier development programme was for all suppliers to the Malaysian buyer. Both supplier organisations had been participants of the supplier development programme for a number of years, nearly as long as their being in a supplier relationship with the Malaysian buyer. MPS1 and MPS2 also made known that the supplier development programme was influenced by Japanese organisations in terms of production systems. This contrasts with the American and European influence in the Australian supplier, PS1. However, when asked for the reason for the existence of the supplier development programmes, both suppliers replied that the programme was to enable the increase in performance of the suppliers, especially in attaining certification of systems. MPS2 related a situation where after working with their technical partner, a Japanese company, for 15 years, MPS2 was able to develop parts on its own without the assistance of its technical partner. This suggests that MPS2 was able to develop its capabilities to the level required for manufacturing Japanese automotive parts.
To summarise, several differences and similarities were noted between the Australian supplier development programme and the Malaysian supplier development programme. The differences exist even though the Australian supplier also supplied to the same Malaysian buyer through its subsidiary. Tables 1 and 2 list the differences and similarities between the Australian and Malaysian suppliers’ supplier development programmes.

Table 2

*Differences between Foreign and Malaysian Suppliers with Regard to Supplier Development Programmes*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Foreign Supplier</th>
<th>Malaysian Suppliers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buyer’s involvement in supplier development</td>
<td>Passive – ‘self-assess’</td>
<td>Active involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to supplier development</td>
<td>Only for weak and problematic suppliers</td>
<td>For all (local) suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of supplier development</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
<td>Long-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production system</td>
<td>American/ European influences</td>
<td>Japanese organisations’ influences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source. Research Study*

*Similarities*

Both supplier development programmes focused on cost as the main criterion in selection of their suppliers. Both programmes also categorised the suppliers into several categories: the Australian programme into three categories, while for the Malaysian programme, the suppliers were divided into local (Malaysian) and foreign (non-Malaysian) suppliers. Both programmes focused on the objective of increasing the performance of the suppliers, for example, towards attaining certification of systems. Lastly, both programmes suggested that all three supplier organisations had some existing supplier segment relationship. For example, the relationship between buyer and SMEs would be slightly different compared with that of buyer and MNCs.
Differences

Overall, however, there seemed to be more differences than similarities when comparing both supplier development programmes. The Australian supplier development programme focused on both local and foreign suppliers while the Malaysian supplier development programme was more focused on local (Malaysian) suppliers only.

Another difference found from this research was that the Australian supplier’s supplier development programme with its own (Australian) buyer was focused on ‘self-assessment’ where the buyer relies on the supplier’s own initiative to ensure that standards were being practised. This differs with the situation in Malaysia where the buyer (LA) ensured that its suppliers were being developed through the supplier development programme, through which standards were implemented in the suppliers’ organisations. One way to ensure this was through the technical assistance programme initiated by the buyer for its suppliers, with assistance from foreign suppliers from Japan, for example. As the Australian supplier was supplying parts through its Malaysian subsidiary to the LA, the assumption here is that the Australian supplier or its Malaysian subsidiary was not involved in the LA supplier development programme as the programme focuses on Malaysian companies.

Another difference noted between the suppliers was that the Australian supplier had a more cross-sectional customer industry, with the automotive industry only contributing 30% of its sales. This differed from the Malaysian suppliers, which wholly focused on the automotive industry. This suggests that the Australian supplier would feel less impact if the automotive industry were to suffer a downturn or were badly affected by a recession. The opposite would be felt by the Malaysian suppliers – an industry downturn would badly affect the suppliers as they would have few customers in other industries to turn to.

Another difference between the Australian suppliers and the Malaysian suppliers was that the Australian suppliers could be more active in developing their own suppliers and as such, the supplier development programme implemented within their company was for their own suppliers, rather than in association with their customers – as was the case for the Malaysian suppliers. Thus, the Australian suppliers focused their supplier development programme to develop the capability for weak and problematic suppliers, in fact similar to what the LA was doing for LA’s own suppliers. Meanwhile, for the Malaysian suppliers, MPS1 and MPS2, they themselves were just starting to implement a supplier development programme for their own suppliers. This was partly to maintain the quality of parts supplied to the LA.

Another difference was that the supplier development programme implemented by the Australian supplier for its own suppliers was more medium-term. That is, suppliers would be given assistance and development for a certain period, until they were more capable. However, for the Malaysian suppliers, the supplier development programme was long-term. The supplier development programmes for both MPS1 and MPS2 had been implemented for more than 10 years and are still in effect.

Lastly, the influence of the production approach implemented also differed. For the Australian suppliers, the approach was more towards American and/or European
production systems. This was in contrast with the Japanese production systems’ influence in the supplier development programme approach of the Malaysian suppliers. Though this might be related to the history of where the supplier organisations were established (Australia versus Malaysia), many of the same global automotive organisations could be found in both countries, but the number of automotive manufacturing plants might differ.

Relationship between LA and Its Suppliers

For this research, to have a balanced outlook on the research findings, interviews were also conducted with a LA. A key informant from the LA had echoed the comments on suppliers with regard to selection factors (focusing on cost) as well as on supplier development (to develop suppliers’ capabilities, for example through certifications of systems). Among the issues with regard to supplier development programme implementation was the issue of supplier commitment. The LA informant noted that buyers emphasise the commitment of the supplier, both to the buyer as well as to the supplier development programmes. They felt that suppliers who showed a high level of supplier commitment would have a high chance of being selected for new projects. Another issue discussed was that to ensure cost control and cost efficiencies, buyers were in the midst of reducing the total number of suppliers. Instead of an X number of suppliers, suppliers would be grouped into the Tier system. Thus, a LA would now only deal with the suppliers of the major Tier, while the minor Tier suppliers would deal with the major Tier supplier companies. Both MPS1 and MPS2 were Tier 1 suppliers. All of the above issues – supplier commitment, dealing with different levels of suppliers as well as implementing development programmes – dealt with buyer–supplier relationships.

Overall, the key informant from the LA emphasised the difficulty of managing relationships: “… managing technology is easy… managing HR (human resource) is much more difficult…”

Thus, the above section has presented the findings of this research with regard to the differences and similarities between the Australian and the Malaysian suppliers with regard to the implementation of supplier development programmes – the ‘how’ of the research question for this paper. The next question will discuss possible explanations for the above findings – the ‘why’.

Discussion and Implication

Buyer Differences With Regard to Supplier Relationship

The interviews suggest that the relationship that buyers have with their suppliers is based on the history and the systems implemented within their organisations. Though more and more companies are implementing the Lean production system, changing from the mass production systems of before, some areas of the Lean production system have been given more attention than others by some companies. For the Lean production system, the development of capable suppliers is an important part and through developing suppliers through the implementation of a supplier development programme, suppliers would be able to develop in tandem with their buyers. As presented in the findings, the influence of the Japanese production systems among Malaysian suppliers suggests that the Lean production system is a key component in the production systems of automotive organisations and thus the supplier development programme, for the long-term is important even though the cost for establishing such a programme is high.
This research also showed how the different levels of involvement could be taken by the buyers. Some buyers might have a passive involvement with their supplier’s development programme while others buyers might take a more active involvement. For example, a long-term involvement in the supplier development programme might suggest an active involvement, while asking suppliers to ‘self-assess’ might suggest a more passive role in supplier involvement. Krause (1999) noted that buyers in supplier development could play either an active role or a passive role.

The findings also suggest that some buyers might have different points of view on the supplier selection as well as the buyer–supplier relationship. Some buyers might prefer the ‘cost’ outlook and select the best supplier producing the highest quality parts but at the lowest cost. Other buyers might be willing to compromise a little on the cost as long as they could ensure quality parts. And one way to ensure the quality of parts, especially for the future, is through collaborating with their suppliers and developing their capabilities—thus ensuring a lower overall cost in the future. Researchers have noted that differences exist between organisations in different countries as well as those practising different production systems (Cusumano & Takeishi, 1991; Lamming, 1993; Dyer et al., 1998; Womack et al., 1990/2007).

**Customised Versus Standardised Products**

This research revealed the difference in customer focus towards its supplier based on the products. The Australian supplier supplied paint and painting of parts; thus, its products were for the most part standardised products. In contrast, MPS1 and MPS2 provided customised products—their products were based on the product development design given by their customers. This meant that MPS1 and MPS2 worked closely with their buyers to provide the customised parts that their buyers wanted. This also suggests that their buyers might have a reason for ensuring that their suppliers were capable of delivering the parts that were needed. It would also ensure that the capability of these suppliers would be able to be upgraded to a higher level as the LA themselves developed their own capability. Morita and Nakahara (2004) noted the differences between customised and standardised products wherein suppliers with customised products were able to retain their customers longer compared with suppliers of standardised products.

**Different Supplier Categories Different Supplier Relationships**

This research also suggests that different supplier categories have different supplier relationships. For the Australian supplier, PS1, its experience showed three different types of supplier relationship. One was between an MNC and another MNC. Though PS1 was a supplier to its automotive customer, both companies were MNCs. As such, there was less involvement at the supplier development activity, thus the ‘self-assessment’ exercise. Another category of relationship was that between PS1 and its large and local (Australian) suppliers. For this, some involvement of supplier management was given. A more intensive supplier development programme, however, was given to its Chinese suppliers, who were made up of SMEs. For this, PS1 was more involved as it had to increase the capability of these suppliers.
The level of involvement of the LA with its Malaysian suppliers also suggests intensive levels of involvement – the LA ensured that its Malaysian suppliers were able to develop through its supplier development programme, for example, through the technical assistance programme with Japanese suppliers. However, the supplier development programme was provided only for its Malaysian suppliers, suggesting that the LA has less involvement with its non-Malaysian suppliers, which would mostly be MNCs. Svensson (2004), Kraljic (1983) and Lamming (1993) have all commented on supplier segments and the related relationships that suppliers have with their buyers.

Supplier Commitment

Supplier commitment was more emphasised in the LA and less focused in the other supplier organisations. However, from the action and importance given by the suppliers, supplier commitment is important for both the supplier and the buyers themselves. Buyers need to ensure that suppliers have supplier commitment to ensure that they are willing to follow buyers’ needs. For suppliers themselves, involving and following the needs of the customers show their commitment to the buyer and ensure that they will be selected for upcoming projects. Thus, supplier commitment is an important area that is reflected through the implementation and participation of suppliers in the supplier development programme, particularly programmes which have been established for more than a decade.

Limitations

This research has limitations in that the findings cannot be applied to the population. Other organisations that might have been selected might show more similarities than differences as compared with this study. In addition, the study is restricted to focusing on a single industry, automotive; thus the findings would be more similar to other manufacturing-based industries but might be less applicable to service-based industries. The research has also focused more on the developing country perspective, which would be of benefit to similar countries which target developing the capabilities of the local supplier industry but less relevant to advanced countries with a more skilled-supplier industry.

Conclusion

Based on the differences between the supplier development programmes of the Australian and the Malaysian suppliers, this study found that suppliers could differ in supplier categories, customisation versus standardised products and buyer involvement. The study suggests that buyer differences with regard to supplier relationship, supplier commitment, type of product and size of supplier organisation play a role in supplier development.
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